
Excellent     Good Need improvement Unacceptable Percentage

3 2 1 0

Time                              
They finish the work in time and they work 

properly each of the 4 hours.

They finish the work in time and they work 

properly at least 3 of the 4 hours.

They finish the work in time and they work 

properly 1 or 2 of the 4 hours.
They don't finish the work in time. 10%

Climograph

All of these elements are correct: The 

climograph data, the size, shape and color, and 

the analysis of the climograph data

One of the next elements isn't correct: The 

climograph data , the size, shape and color 

and the analisys of the climograph data.

Two of the next elements aren't correct: 

The climograph data , the size, shape and 

color and the analisys of the climograph 

data.

None of the next elements is correct: The 

climograph data , the size, shape and color and 

the analisys of the climograph data.

10%

Map

All of these elements are correct: The outline 

of the worldmap, the location of the climate, 

the explanation of it. (incluiding continents and 

countries where is located)

One of these elements isn't correct: The 

outline of the worldmap, the location of the 

climate, the explanation of it.

Two of these elements aren't correct: The 

outline of the worldmap, the location of the 

climate, the explanation of it.

None of these elements are correct: The 

outline of the worldmap, the location of the 

climate, the explanation of it

10%

Climate and Biome 

General information

The information include: temperature and 

precipitation patterns and biome main 

characteristics

The information include two of these 

elements: temperature and precipitation 

patterns and biome main characteristics

The information include one of these 

elements: temperature and precipitation 

patterns and biome main characteristics

The information include none of these 

elements: temperature and precipitation 

patterns and biome main characteristics

10%

Criteria

Climates and Biomes Group work 

 Rubric Assesment 

General information
characteristics patterns and biome main characteristics patterns and biome main characteristics patterns and biome main characteristics

Animals and plants 

information

The information include: 10 animals and 5 

plants. Clear and meaningful characteristics of 

each, an appropiate and large picture of each 

The information include two of these 

elements: 10 animals and 5 plants. Clear 

and meaningful characteristics of each, an 

appropiate and large picture of each.

The information include one of these 

elements: 10 animals and 5 plants. Clear 

and meaningful characteristics of each, an 

appropiate and large picture of each.

The information include none of these 

elements: 10 animals and 5 plants. Clear and 

meaningful characteristics of each, an 

appropiate and large picture of each.

20%

Power Point's 

appearance                 

The presentation is: tidy and simple (margins 

are respected, each idea is in a different line, 

few text in each slide uses similar fonts) it's 

without ortographic mistakes and appropiate 

and large images.

The presentation has two of these 

characteristics: tidy and simple (margins are 

respected, each idea is in a different line, 

few text in each slide uses similar fonts) it's 

without ortographic mistakes and 

appropiate and large images

The presentation has one of these 

characteristics : tidy and simple (margins 

are respected, each idea is in a different 

line, few text in each slide uses similar 

fonts) it's without ortographic mistakes and 

appropiate and large images

The presentation has none of these 

characteristics: tidy and simple (margins are 

respected, each idea is in a different line, few 

text in each slide uses similar fonts) it's without 

ortographic mistakes and appropiate and large 

images.

20%

Performance                 

The performance of the group follows all these 

rules:                                                         1.- All the 

members of the group speak in loud voice and 

with good pronunciation.                                                  

2.- They behave naturally, looking to the 

auditory and their performance is organized.                                                           

3.- They answer questions accurately                       

The performance of the group follows two 

of these rules:                                                    

1.- All the members of the group speak in 

loud voice and with good pronunciation.                                                  

2.- They behave naturally, looking to the 

auditory and their performance is 

organized.                                                           

3.- They answer questions accurately                        

The performance of the group follows one 

of these rules:                                                    

1.- All the members of the group speak in 

loud voice and with good pronunciation.                                                  

2.- They behave naturally, looking to the 

auditory and their performance is 

organized.                                                           

3.- They answer questions accurately                       

The performance of the group follows none of 

these rules:                                                    1.- All 

the members of the group speak in loud voice 

and with good pronunciation.                                                  

2.- They behave naturally, looking to the 

auditory and their performance is organized.                                                           

3.- They answer questions accurately   

20%


